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The Ranbuild Equine Range.
Every shed in the Ranbuild range has been designed to give you the strongest,
most reliable building possible. The galvanised steel framework provides strength
and versatility not available in other building types. Couple this with lower cost
compared to a custom made building and you have excellent value for money.
With over 55 years experience in the Steel Shed Industry, Ranbuild buildings are
well and truly tried and tested.
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Versatile

Durable

Economical

Ranbuild Equine buildings cover a wide
range of spans, lengths and heights.
The modular system allows you to
customise the building to suit everything
you want to cover, secure or protect.
Choose long lasting ZINCALUME® or
one of the many colours available in
COLORBOND® steel cladding and
you’ll have the perfect building.

Ranbuild buildings are manufactured
from the finest Australian made steel
products, for added strength and durability.
Framing and cladding are guaranteed by
BlueScope Steel. Ranbuild designs are
fully engineered in accordance with
Australian Building Codes, and are
supplied with documentation to simplify
building approval.

All buildings come in kit form, complete
down to the last washer. The galvanised
components are pre-formed to give
you optimum value for money. You
can choose whether to assemble your
building yourself and save, or your local
accredited Ranbuild Dealer can help you
organise an experienced construction
team.

Riding arenas

Equestrian centres, riding schools, pony clubs or just for fun, a covered riding area can be used all year round. Extra protection
is available with the addition of curtain walls and gable infills. Where maximum protection is required, Ranbuild riding arenas
can be partly or fully enclosed. Sizes include spans up to 36m with multiple bay lengths up to 9 meters.

paddock shelters

Protect your valuable animals with a hygienic and low maintenance paddock shelter. Choose from gable or monoslope roof
designs, partly enclosed or open.
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aussie stable barn

If you want the traditional Australian look, you can
choose the Ranbuild Aussie stable barn. These are
specifically designed for all your stable needs. A host of
included features such as extra wall framing to support
internal linings, Ranbuild stable panels, stable doors,
all to create the stable of your dreams.

american stable barn

The Ranbuild American stable barn with its stylish
stepped roof line creates the ultimate Stable Barn,
with its internal columns, they are ideal for attaching
stable panels & dividers.
More features are the eave overhang for extra weather
protection & the choice of roller doors or sliding doors
to suit your needs. Mezzanine floors are also available
for extra storage. With the versatile designs you will
have a show piece as well as a safe & secure home
for your valuable horses.
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stable buildings

All Ranbuild Buildings may also be fitted with modular stable panels to make a low cost set of stalls, giving you the flexibility
to have a multi purpose building that covers all of your needs. Contact your local accredited Ranbuild dealer today for all
the right advice.
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With these options,
you can design the perfect
building for your needs.
Access Doors
A variety of steel framed
metal clad doors are
perfect for turning your
shed or barn into a
champion stable.

Ventilation

Natural lighting

A wide range of shutters,
wall and roof ventilators
provide much needed air
flow for a happier, healthier
environment.

Save electricity costs & increase
natural lighting by installing reinforced
fibreglass skylights, this functional
option provides much needed natural
light for your champions home.

Ranbuild Stable Panels
When it comes to animal security
and safety, nothing compares to
the wide range of Ranbuild Stable
panels. They have been designed
for the safety of your animal in
mind. The modular stable panels
are available in a standard size of 3.6 x 3.6 x 2.4 (12”x12”x8”).
Please contact your local accredited
dealer for more information on
available sizes.
• Fully hot dipped galvanized steel No painted welds.
• Kiln dry australian Hardwood
• Fully hot dipped galvanized bars
with 50mm centres
• Sliding or Hinged doors
• Available with Ply or Hardwood
• Optional Powder coated steelwork
• Highest quality latches & fittings
Front Stable panel with top & bottom doors in Ply Bar combination.
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Front Stable panel with top & bottom doors in Hardwood Bar combination.

Sliding Doors
Ranbuild are industry leaders for
steel sliding doors. Fully enclosed
top tracks house multi ball bearing
carriage assemblies. Galvanised
steel frames and high tensile
cladding are used for their strength
and appearance.

Roller Doors
Roller doors are the ideal choice for industrial and commercial applications, as they
provide high standards of durability, performance and importantly, operational ease.
Designed to prevent the penetration of moisture and dust, roller doors minimise the
chances of corrosion, and protect against dirt, leaves and weather.
While strength is an obvious priority, you can still maintain the attractive appearance
of your building with doors available in a range of COLORBOND® and Zincalume®
Steel for compatibility with cladding materials.
You’ll enjoy smooth, quiet operation from both the manual and electronic doors. All
doors custom made to suit your application, so there’s no compromise on functionality.

Colour Your World

Quality Cladding
Choose from ZINCALUME® or COLORBOND® steel
cladding in up to 20 colours, 2 thicknesses and
2 profiles for attractive building that is also durable,
strong and thermally efficient.

We recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample before purchasing.

LYSAGHT CUSTOM ORB

®

overlap

underlap

With the advanced Super Polyester pre-painted coating
technology, your roof will stay looking great for longer.
The superior oven baked finish resists chipping, peeling
and cracking.
COLORBOND® steel cladding is non-combustible,
termite resistant and weather tight for protection against
harsh Australian conditions.

16mm
762mm
cover width

LYSAGHT TRIMDEK
overlap

Profiles
®

LYSAGHT CUSTOM ORB® has a corrugated profile,
equally at home with traditional and contemporary design.
It is long, wide, strong, lightweight and economical. It can
be aligned quickly and easily.

underlap

29mm
762mm
cover width

LYSAGHT TRIMDEK® is a subtle square fluted steel
cladding. The fluting in the pans provides strength and
long spanning capabilities.

Your local Accredited Ranbuild Dealer can help you to make the choices that will best suit you and to
finalise your design. If you have any special requests, just ask and your local Ranbuild Man will be happy
to investigate the possibilities.

bination.
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Compare the best with the rest.
Ranbuild is a foundation member of the Steel Shed Group so you can be assured that all designs are of the highest quality and
comply with Australian Standards and safety regulations. They are subjected to rigorous testing and are manufactured using
only quality materials. Ranbuild has over 55 years experience in the steel shed industry so you’ll know that your Ranbuild shed
will not only look good, but is able to withstand some of the toughest conditions.
Ranbuild sheds are available through a nationwide network of independent Dealers. Your local Ranbuild Man can assist you
with design choice, building approval and organise the construction of your shed if required.

Designed in accordance with the Standards Association of Australia building codes
Up to 15 years BlueScope Steel warranty on framing and cladding materials (conditions apply)
Connection components rigorously tested for strength and quality
All steel construction to resist termite, hail and fire damage
Framing components galvanised for long life and low maintenance
Vertical wall cladding to reduce upkeep and maintain appearance
Modular system allows scope and flexibility in design and application
Choice of multiple roof pitches to match your building type
Designs and materials to suit environments ranging from the snow fields to cyclonic regions
Engineering documentation provided for building approval application
Full size gutters and downpipes to collect valuable rain water
Factory packed kits shipped complete with no hidden extras
Option to assemble yourself or allow your local Dealer to organise construction
Computer generated concrete footing layouts and slab details
Comprehensive construction manuals with over 60 pages of instructions
Free quotations, site inspections and building approval assistance
Australia-wide display and sales centres through a network of independent Dealers
Local, interstate and International delivery and shipping service

Contact your local independent Ranbuild Dealer:
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